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01 Tabriz Canal Aerial, ErasedHeritage Collection, Jan Kath,
Bochum. Shown exclusively at
Sahrai’s city centre showroom
during Design Week
02 Leopard Carpet, Cordula Kehrer
with Christina Lundin and Mai
Flognman. Part of the Farmer’s
Gold project encouraging the use
of straw in craft. Shown at Spazio
Rossana Orlandi
03 Savage Flowers: Red Harmony,
Kiki van Eijk, limited edition of
10 for Nodus, Milan. Shown in the
Brera Design District

02

04 The Ground No.1, Post Design
Collection 2012 by Alberto Biagetti,
edition of 12. Shown at Galleria
Post Design, Milan

01

03

Floored in Milan
The increased appearance of rugs at Milan
Design Week in 2012 illustrates the trend
towards appreciation of the craft. Here we
summarise some of what COVER found
most impressive

04

THE EVENTS SURROUNDING
the Salone Del Mobile, which is now
in its 51st year, have in the past
seemed like young upstarts next to
the main event. The satellite events
have always delighted in their edgy
energy, alternative style and
provocative posture.
Now these unruly youths have
matured and are adolescents
burgeoning with potential and are
eager to impress. While it has always

seemed that the fair on the outskirts
of the city is all about the business
of design, in other words sales and
marketing, the city-based events are
now less about experimentation and
more about branding.
The Ventura Lambrate area is
now so much more than colleges
and students presenting ideas in the
hope that they will get noticed, and
in the city, the Brera Design District
and Zona Tortona now attract some

of the world’s biggest brands. Added
to these for 2012 was a new event
in a new venue, MOST curated by
Tom Dixon at the city’s Museo
Nazionale della Scienza e della
Tecnologia spread out throughout
the vast museum site, and looks to
be a place that will be likely to grow
in coming years.
At the fair ground, there are so
many halls and aisles to walk through
in order to try hunt down things that
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05 Chair from the Fractal
Collection, Nicole Tomazi,
Brazil. Salone Satellite 2012
06 Cello, woven and moulded
fabric, Casalis, Kortrijk,
Belgium. Salone del Mobile
07 Fibra chair, made using
natural fibre called moriche
and used exclusively by the
Warao people in Venezula,
MaximaDuda. Salone Satellite
2012
08 Sunshine Experiment,
softwall by Molo, Vancover.
Shown at MOST, Museo
Nazionale della Scienza e della
Tecnologia curated by
Tom Dixon

05

06

09

10

11

12

09 Warp shelf, Oscar Sintring,
Stockholm. Shown at Spazio
Rossana Orlandi
10 Fold, Anita Johannessen, Stockholm. Shown at
Spazio Rossana Orlandi
07

08

11 Skin, Kostantia Manthu for
cc-tapis. cc-tapis, Milan
12 Sunny Shag Up, Word of
Mouth Bali, at Salone Satellite

it can feel rather like undergoing trail
by fair since there are not that many
rug or textiles, and what there is is
not concentrated in one area. This
does allow for discoveries, such as
the Salone Satellite show, which
matches the best young talent
(strictly under 35) from around the
world with manufacturers. Its special
presentation showed the work of 15
previous exhibitors in this section all
of whom have gone on to become
well known international designers.

Away from the fair, it is this same
sense of discovery that energises
the visitors. It is almost impossible
to cover every event but wandering
into previous unknown galleries or
spaces reveals real treasures such
as the cloisters of the Theological
Faculty of Milan where Nodus
showed its newest editions.
The presence of designer carpets
across Milan Design Week is on the
up, and watch this space for even
further developments for 2013.

o

MODERN CARPETS & TEXTILES FOR INTERIORS

media pack | message from the editor | circulation profile | rate card | advertisement specifications | mechanical details | key contacts

Welcome
COVER is the world’s leading magazine
for hand-made contemporary design carpets,
textiles and their application in today’s
interiors. The message of the magazine is
clearly defined in its dedicated coverage of
the highest quality rugs and textiles being
made and used today. Whether a bespoke

EDITORIAL CONTENT

Product News
Fair Reviews
Designer Insights
Trend Predictions
Rug and Textile Design
Archival Resources
Market Surveys
Profiles

floor-covering for a luxury home in Long
Island, a handmade wallcovering for an
institution in Switzerland or a radical artist
designed rug collection for a leading Italian
design brand, COVER distills the best
design in the world under one cover. Our
editors scour the world for the most exciting

and relevant developments in the world of
design to offer readers an informed selection
of the best carpets and fabrics being made
today. COVER covers objects made using
all types of technology from laser cutting
and virtual design to hand-printing and
hand-knotting, from the cutting edge to

the deeply traditional – all of it underpined
by a keen sense of design and appreciation
of the original and authentic. COVER is an
invaluable resource for interior designers
and architects as well as offering retailers
worldwide the newest rugs and fabrics
available.

Circulation
COVER has a database of over 30,000
architects, interior designers, specifiers
and retailers. These individuals have been
selected by virtue of their purchasing power
and interest in design carpets and textiles.
Over and above our fast growing newsstand
distribution, and whilst we increase our

online and paper subcriptions, each issue of
the magazine also enjoys a targeted controlled
distribution to 7,500 of these industry players,
hand-selected to benefit from the contents of
each edition. Reach our full database of
movers and shakers by including all four
issues of COVER in your campaign.

Breakdown by type of organisation

Carpet & Textile Retailers
Interior Designers
Furniture & Furnishing Retailers
Architects
Specifiers
Agents

Breakdown by region

29%
28%
17%
11%
08%
07%

North America
Europe
Asia (including Middle East)
South America
Rest of World

41%
39%
09%
07%
04%

“I love COVER magazine! Its content is a rich tapestry
of all things chic, current and relevant in both the design
industry and features of international style.”
Martyn Lawrence Bullard
“What I like about COVER is, that it does not only
target the contemporary carpet market but even more
the whole design sector but also Interior designers,
architects and trade from all over the world, a variety
which is more than important if you want to succeed as
a global player. COVER is an up to date magazine,
which is important for our industry.”
Hossein Rezvani, Rezvani Teppiche OHG

“Whereas most rug industry magazines seem to focus
on ‘industry’, with narratives that relate to those who
work inside the field, COVER reminds us of the art
and beauty of our work and celebrates the aesthetic
and cerebral. This creates a read that is lively and
engaging for ANY audience that appreciates this work,
not just ‘rug people’. When our products are featured
in COVER it seems to elevate them into a collective
cannon of fine work being done all over the world.
COVER is a publication that sits on top of the stack,
as it is one of a few magazines that present our rugs to
the standards we require.”
Ned Baker, Client Liaison, Tamarian Carpets
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[ratecard] 2011/2012
RATES
Display
Back cover
Double page spread
First right hand page
Inside front cover
Inside back cover
Full page facing matter
Full page
Half page facing matter
Half page
Quarter page
Classified
3/9 page
2/9 page
1/9 page
Inserts
Agency Discount

£

MODERN CARPETS & TEXTILES FOR INTERIORS

5,980
4,995
4,485
4,485
3,995
3,588
2,990
2,155
1,795
1,075

$
($1.95:£1)
11,661
9,740
8,746
8,746
7,790
6,997
5,831
4,202
3,500
2,096

€
(€1.54:£1)
8,790
7,493
6,728
6,728
5,993
5,382
4,485
3,223
2,693
1,613

750
520
280
POA
10%

1,463
1,104
546
POA
10%

1,125
780
420
POA
10%

ADVERTISEMENT UNIT SIZES
Display
Full page, type area
Full page, trim size
Full page, bleed
1/2 horizontal
1/2 vertical
1/4 page

Depth x Width
280 x 203 mm
300 x 225 mm
306 x 231 mm
138 x 203 mm
280 x 99 mm
138 x 99 mm

Classified
1/9 page
2/9 page horizontal
3/9 page horizontal

Depth x Width
84 x 64 mm
84 x 134 mm
84 x 203 mm

MECHANICAL DETAILS FOR ADVERTISEMENTS
Disk
Adverts can be supplied on disk (CD or DVD)
and should be sent to us with a Dupont Digital
Cromalin produced on DP10G Board using the
DP Euro Offset Gloss DP10 Standard Curve.
This proof is the international printing benchmark. COVER cannot accept liability for colour
discrepancies if this proof is not supplied.
FTP
Server IP:
ftp//clients.phmedia.com
User ID:
FTP-9
Password:
qHABdIXG
Directory:
HALI/HALI ADS
• The password is case sensitive and it is a
capital I (eye)
• Files should be either ‘stuffed’ or ‘zipped’
• Files MUST be placed into the relevant directory
When file is uploaded, please email:
hali.design@hali.com
Logos, images and text
Please supply high quality CMYK, 300 dpi
Photoshop eps, jpg or tif images. Logos can
also be supplied in Illustrator. With all objects
a full description including dimensions should
be supplied. Please supply any new text
required in full (address, tel. no., etc).
Transparency
The minimum acceptable size is: 130 x 100 mm
(5" x 4"). The object must be evenly lit and in
focus throughout. The background should be
neutral (preferably black unless the object has
dark edges in which case use a white background). Include a colour bar to aid colour
proofing. Note that rugs and textiles are
best photographed flat.

Production charges
• Design, make up and proofing of a full page
advert, including up to 3 scans: £250/$490.
• Additional scans @ £10/$20 per scan
• 5th colour (per colour) £300/$585
• Design, make up and proofing of an advert that
is less than a full page, including up to 2 scans
£100/$195
• Cromalin from digital artwork e.g. ISDN, CD,
etc. £100/$195
• Amendments to repeat adverts £50/$95
Inserts: Please contact your sales agent for prices
which are subject to size and weight. Folding of
supplied inserts is at £90/$175 per/1,000

Run-ons
500 £95/$186 per 100 + £30/$58 p & p
1,000 £85/$166 per 100 + £30/$58 p & p
2,000 £75/$146 per 100 + £60/$116 p & p
Please Note:
We do not accept any film for any adverts.
Colour and mono adverts will be charged at the
same rate (Production charges & Run-ons).

“At the heart of cover is the desire to acknowledge the
creative and innovative skill currently evident in the
industry and establish a standard by which to judge both
the material and aesthetic quality of carpets and textiles”
BEN EVANS, EDITOR

Contact Details
SALES

David Young
T. +44 (0)20 7578 7209
E. david.young@hali.com

Raquel Diaz Downey
T. +44 (0)20 7578 7215
E. raquel.diazdowney@hali.com

EDITOR

PUBLISHER

Ben Evans
T. +44 (0)20 7578 7211
E. ben.evans@hali.com

Sebastian Ghandchi
T. +44 (0)20 7578 7212
E. sebastian.ghandchi@hali.com

